RealSatisfied

RealSatisfied Affiliate Program Terms

1. The RealSatisfied Affiliate Program 'the affiliate program' is accessed by invitation only.
2. Affiliate payments are made monthly to the affiliate account holder by bank transfer subject to receipt of a valid invoice referencing the purchase order generated by RealSatisfied.
3. Affiliate payments are based on a % of net subscription revenue received. Suspended, closed, trial & nil balance accounts are included, paid or credited to the affiliate under this program.
4. Net revenue is deemed to be gross subscription fees less any referral credits and at the discretion of RealSatisfied less any credit card commission fees (capped at 2%).
5. Affiliates will receive one or more coupon codes associated with their account.
6. Coupon codes cannot be applied retrospectively to new accounts.
7. In the case of a dispute, decisions made by RealSatisfied are final and no correspondence may be entered into.
8. Your affiliates account may (at the sole discretion of RealSatisfied) be suspended where no new active account activity is recorded for 6 consecutive months.
9. Any aspect of the program is subject to change by RealSatisfied and changes shall be advised by these terms being updated and posted on RealSatisfied.com
10. The program may be suspended by RealSatisfied at any time.
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